
Resident Scheduling

TigerConnect Resident Scheduling is a modern, easy to use SaaS-based solution designed to help you 

save time creating rotation and on-call assignments. Define and build custom block schedules and 

rotations via our intuitive interface to meet the needs of your residency program. Create and view your 

program’s schedule to verify that each resident is meeting their requirements while aligning coverage for 

each rotation.

Flexible Block Scheduling 

Create custom block sets for 
each resident by level  

(PY1, PY2, PY3) and set date 
ranges by dragging to or 

entering dates.

Unlimited Rotation Schedules 

Assign, change & view 
rotations for each resident.
Colorize rotations for an

at-a-glance, single calendar 
roll-up view of all rotations.

Transparent Duty Hours 

Manage and monitor duty
hours by setting tally limits

to ensure residents
are meeting requirements

not exceeding hours.

•  Save time by creating complex rotation and on-call assignments from anywhere

•  Create transparent schedules with fairness and duty hours in mind to reduce burnout

•  Ensure up-to-date coverage and schedule visibility across all specialties and ambulatory groups

Modern Resident Scheduling
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Schedule Efficiently, 
Increase Transparency 

See Physician and Resident 

call schedules across all 

departments, in real-time and 

in a single view by integrating 

with TigerConnect Physician 

Scheduling.

Integrate Schedules, Communicate Efficiently, Deliver Better Patient Care

Unify the entire workflow from block creation to rotation and job scheduling, through secure care team 

and patient communication - all on-line and available in real-time by integrating TigerConnect Clinical 

Collaboration, Physician Scheduling and Resident Scheduling.

About TigerConnect

As healthcare’s most widely adopted collaboration platform, TigerConnect uniquely combines telehealth, patient texting, and 
clinical communications in a single, easy-to-use, cloud-based solution. Trusted by more than 7,000 healthcare organizations, 
TigerConnect maintains 99.99% verifiable uptime and nearly 5 billion user sessions each year. To learn more about TigerConnect, 
visit www.tigerconnect.com.
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